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Town Hall nieeting
infornis student body
on DOJ investigation
process
JORDANA JOY '17
MANAGING EDITOR

resident Dennis Hanno,
Dean Kate Kenny, and
Director of Title IX Compliance Rachael Pauze addressed
the Wheaton community regarding Wheaton's revised sexual
and gender-based misconduct
policy during the town hall
meeting in Hindle Auditorium
last Wednesday. The meeting
was prompted by the recently
published Boston Globe article
regarding the college's response
to reported sexual assault cases.
The moderator for the event
SGA President Katie Elliott '17
began with an introductory
statement before President
Hanno provided an apology and
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timeline of events during the
Department of Justice (DOJ)
investigation.
"I wish it didn't have to be
here. I'm sorry if there have
been, and there have been, any
cases that we have failed to provide a safer place for students,"
President Hanno said. "I am
deeply upset that we had these
failures, and that students have
had to suffer or struggle from
these failures." President Hanno
said that Wheaton takes full
responsibility for their failures
and inconsistencies.
Questions that students
asked warranted explanations
and definitions for Wheaton's
conversation with both
Cont. on page 4

Recent talk discusses importance of teacher diversity in America
KATHERINE SOLOMON '20

WIRE STAFF
r. Travis J. Bristol, an Assistant Professor at Boston
University held a talk regarding race relations in academia
on campus last Wednesday afternoon in Mary Lyon. His talk, titled
"The Urgency of Teacher Racial/
Ethnic Diversity in an Increasingly Diverse Society," stressed how
important teacher diversity is in
American schools.
Bristol started off the talk by
commenting on the recent shootings involving black Americans
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and police officers. He wondered
whether those police officers responsible would have acted differently had they had teachers of
color growing up. He asserted that
the influence of a person of color in
those officer's lives could have prevented them from committing violent acts against innocent victims.
In one statistic that Bristol
shared, the audience learned that
there are currently more students
of color in schools than there are
teachers of color. He also mentioned that there are fewer teachers of color than
Cont. on page 5

George Kunhardt '09 and his wife, Jackie Phillips Kunhardt '09 Credit: wheatoncollege.edu

Wheaton alum wins Emmy in
Documentary Filmmaking
KUNZANG TSHERING '17

SENIOR EDITOR

// I

t was very bitter sweet. It
has been a dream of mine
to win an Emmy but it was
for a film about someone who
lost their life in the most brutal
and public way," said George
Kunhardt '09 who won a 2016
Primetime Emmy Award for Exceptional Merit in Documentary
Filmmaking for "Jim: The James
Foley Story."
According to the Wheaton
website, the Emmy was presented at the 68th Creative Arts
Emmy Awards ceremony that
was held on Sept. 11 at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles.
The ceremony awarded those
who worked to create variety, reality and documentary programS".
Kunharat was one of the producers of the documentary and

worked with producers Eva Lipman and brother Teddy Kunhardt; and executive producers
Peter Kunhardt (his father), Sheila Nevins and Jacqueline Glover.
Kunhardt Films was founded
in 1987 as Kunhardt Productions
and is located in Pleasantville,
N.Y. Kunhardt made his producing and editing debut in 2015
on "Living with Lincoln" which
was nominated for a News &
Documentary Emmy Award in
the Outstanding Historical Programming: Long Form category as well as in the Outstanding
Graphic Design and Art Direction category.
According to the Kunhardt
film website, the documentary
is about American photojournalist James "Jim" Foley who was
kidnapped in Syria in 2012. Two
years later, the infamous video of
his public execution introduced

much of the world to 1S1S. 'Jim'
was directed by close childhood
friend Brian Oakes and tells the
story of Foley's life through interviews with his family, friends and
fellow journalists.
'Jim' took about 14 months to
produce. The crew interviewed
Jim's family, his friends and 6
former hostages who were held
captive with him by ISIS. "Though
I didn't know Jim Foley, I feel like
I do. The Emmy is great mostly
because it brings Jim's story to
a larger audience who wouldn't
have had the opportunity to
learn about him," said Kunhardt.
On his time at Wheaton, Kunhardt said, "I loved every minute
of it. The best part is that I met
my wife Jackie when we were
freshmen at Wheaton and have
been together for
Cont. on page 5

Inside this issue: military coup in Turkey still present (page 3), first presidential debate aired (page 4), a profile on
Provost Renee White (page 6), and women's soccer defeated for first time this season (page 8).
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Overheard at Wheaton

From the editor

"Look upon thy mirror, for you are a fish."

I

"How do you pick your nose with those nails?"
"Oh my God, I'm Kanye West."
"Yeah, well, you know, it has a nice neo-liberal perspective, and the cinematography is just great" • about Shrek
"Pineapple vodka ...the devil's piss."
"The one night I am not down for a late night chase run"
"I would go to the guac-off but I'm allergic to avocado so I better not"

Wheaton College Public Safety Log
MEDICAL Medical Incident, Sept. 24, 2016-Saturday at 21:50
Location: LARCOM HALL. Summary: 911 call to Norton - 20 year old male experiencing back
and chest pain - Larcom 3rd floor. U11, U101 & Norton Fire Department responding.
ASSAULT Domestic Violence, Sept. 25, 2016- Sunday at 13:56
Location: CLARK HALL
MEDICAL Medical- Incident, Sept. 27, 2016- Tuesday at 21:56
Location: YOUNG HALL. Summary: Male student with nose bleed passed out. Student is concious and alert at this time. U100, U103, U11, & Norton Fire Department responding. Student
being transported to Study Hospital for evaluation.

Editorial: DOJ article corrections
he Wheaton Wire published a news article
entitled "Dean Kate Kenny on the DOJ situation: 'We're very sorry"' last Wednesday
on the front page. The article discussed the Boston Globe article regarding the Department of
Justice (DOJ) investigation at Wheaton and several sexual assault cases on campus.
We regret to inform the readers that we had published this story with errors and informational inaccuracies that we as a staff would like to clarify.
We apologize for any inconvenience that this has
caused.
The investigation began in September when
Wheaton submitted policies, training material,
and other relevant documentation to the DOJ.
Investigators from the DOJ came to campus in
April to conduct interviews after reviewing the
documents that were submitted. The article stated that the investigation began in April.
Wheaton had not asked the Globe to change
the headline of their article. The college had contacted them to inform them that the DOJ had
not failed to respond to a sexual assault report;
instead, Wheaton failed to respond in a timely
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manner. The Globe changed the headline with
the college's request in mind, but had not been
formally asked by Wheaton to change it.
Professor Emeritus Darlene Boroviak previously served as part-time Title IX coordinator. The
article stated that Barbara Darling-Smith held
the position. The full-time position of Director of
Title IX Compliance was created in April, which
Rachael Pauze '07 currently holds.
Rachael Pauze's name first name was misspelled
twice in the article, as well as her last name once.
President Dennis Hanno is not a member of the
Coordinated Community Response Team (CCRT).
The Wire is dedicated to informing students
by presenting information in a clear, concise, and
accurate fashion. We understand the implications
and consequences of our errors, and are reevaluating our mishaps in order to improve our content.
We would like to thank President Dennis Hanno,
Dean Kate Kenny, and Director of Title IX Compliance Rachael Pauze for their patience, support,
and cooperation throughout the past few weeks.

've lived in New England for
21 years now, and my favorite
season is and always will
be autumn. Spring is a close
second, but nothing beats the
feeling of walking into fresh air
and hearing leaves crinkle under
your feet. I always love the time
when leaves fall, but I'm especially excited for it this year;
my room in Emerson House
overlooks the dimple, and I can't
wait for the leaves on the tree
in front of my window to fall so I
can see more of the beauty that
is this campus.
That's something I haven't
done yet this semester. I haven't
taken the time to enjoy the rest
of my time here. Although one
of my goals for the year that
I've talked about in my letters
is truly living in the moment, it's
become increasingly difficult to
do that as the weeks go on. It
didn't take long to realize that I
overcommitted myself this year.
I love leadership positions,
partially because I am very
passionate when it comes to
helping people. I thrive when
I'm busy, which is probably part
of the reason I chose to attend
the National Theatre Institute
last semester - a program where
I had classes seven days a week,
from 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Yes, even
on the weekends I had class for
14 hours a day. I got so used
to this schedule that I thought
being very involved during my
senior year would be helpful to
readjusting back to Norton and

this campus.
However, I have found that
I have taken on too much, and
am choosing to put myself first
- something I have not always
done. "No" has not always been
in my vocabulary, and I often
put the needs of others before
my own, even when that hurts
me.
I have decided to step down
as Editor-in-Chief of the Wire. I
love the Wire, and want nothing but the best for this paper,
but I need to cut down my
commitments, and this was the
only thing that doesn't directly
correspond to what I want to do
after we receive our diplomas
in May.
Cole Harmonson wrote, "It
takes effort to say no when
our heart and brains and guts
and, most important, pride are
yearning to say yes. Practice."
Jordana Joy '17 will be
taking over as Editor-in-Chief,
and I have complete faith that
she will do an incredible job.
I look forward to being the
Senior Advisor of the Wire, and
helping with the progression
and improvement of the paper.
I am putting myself first, and
encourage everyone else to do
the same.
Have a wonderful rest of the
semester, and enjoy.
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Tue Turkish coup: A play?

ISKANDAR HAGGARTY '20

FOR THE WIRE

O

n July 15, a sudden military coup d'etat took
place in Turkey while the
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
was on holiday. The Peace at
Home Council, one of the many
factions of the Turkish military
army, led this coup by trying
to seize many different key areas in Turkey, including Ankara
and Istanbul. Turkey received a
lot of media coverage over the
summer and rumors about the
events were shut down before
worldwide alarm set in. Having
lived in Istanbul, Turkey for the
past three years, and having
spent my summer there, I was
able to witness this media blitz
and the events that followed the
coup.
President Erdogan managed
to "crush" the insurgency, arresting around 6,000 people he
claimed to be responsible for

the coup in a short period of are conservatives who want to
time. Judges, military officials, re-establish a neo-ottoman emand others were arrested, leav- pire. Slowly, people have been
ing Turkey in a state of shock giving in to his nationalism and
and chaos. Nonetheless, there pride, becoming more approving
seemed to be something strange of him.
with the story that was presentXenophobia and homophobia
ed by President Erdogan, as the were at an all-time high during
people arrested seemed to be my three years living in Istanbul.
very specifically and meticulous- In fact, I began to feel unsafe
ly chosen. It is hard to believe walking down certain parts of
this coup was genuine when just the city because I was obviously
five hours after the start of the a "yabanci" - a foreigner. Erdocoup, thousands of high-officials gan's nationalistic hate speech
were arrested and quickly prov- is slowly turning over the popuen guilty to be a part of it.
lation due to his charm and new
It seems as if Erdogan staged a status as the "Savior of Turkish
coup himself to consolidate pow- Democracy" - something that
er. If this is true, his plan seems has been absent in Turkey since
to have worked. Istanbul and An- Erdogan's rise to power.
kara were the only two cities in
I remain very skeptical as to
Turkey that historically had been the truth behind this coup. What
politically against Erdogan. After we do know for certain is that
the coup, however, even people Erdogan is much more powerful,
in the metropolitan areas began influential, and potent than he
to change their views and opin- used to be thanks to the recent
ions on him.
sanctification of his image across
As Erdogan has previously the Turkish population.
stated, he and his government

To laugh or not to laugh
at third party politics
ALISON GUZZETTI '17

FOR THEW/RE
hird Party Presidential candidate Jill Stein came to
speak at Wheaton on September 18. She addressed a variety of issues pertaining to her
platform that span from college
debt to the inequalities amongst
low-income families to underrepresented groups. As she spoke,
students listened, but they also
seemed to be laughing at what
she was saying. The amount of
audible disrespect I heard coming from the audience was startling. How could such a "progressive" school be showing so much
contempt? This leads to the
thought, when does it become
appropriate to laugh and be critical of third party politics?
Of course, we should always
be critical of politicians, we
should exercise our right to free
speech, and we should be active
and aware voters. Jill Stein uses
her platform to address police
brutality, mass incarcerations,
low income inequalities, indigenous people, the LGBT+ community, and many more underrepresented groups in the United
States. The policies she pushes
for that represent these groups
are rarely covered by the media
and rarely discussed by Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump. The
things she spoke on that day are
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real issues, issues that a majority of people at Wheaton do not
know first hand.
Voting third is a privilege in
itself, but laughing at the ideas
represented that day is also a
privilege. It's the ability to distance yourself from these issues
that plague minorities, women,
members of the LGBT+ community, low income families, and
other groups that are not treated fairly. The ability to sit in a
private liberal arts college setting and be audibly disrespectful as someone speaks on behalf
of these groups that are seldom
heard, that are rarely respected,
and that continually need to fight
for a space to exist is disappointing and harmful. We are allowed
to be critical of third parties, we
are allowed to constantly question ideas, but what happens
when we laugh? When we laugh,
we are laughing at the ideas that
Jill Stein speaks on behalf of, we
are laughing at minorities, we
are laughing at women, we are
laughing at the LGBT+ community.
I am not saying to not be
critical, I am not saying to stop
questioning, I am saying to allow space for underrepresented
groups to be talked about and
recognize the problems our society has. I am scared for this
upcoming election, and I am not
laughing.
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Turkish military guard the Taksim Square in Istanbul, July 16.
Credit: wired.com

Brangelina and the celebrity love story
condition
TOM FENU '19

OPINION EDITOR

0

n Sept. 20, the world
witnessed the end of
a marital union which
contributed greatly to the definition of "true love" in pop culture: Brangelina. Looking back
at how the tabloids depicted the
relationship of both movie-actors, this Hollywood sensational
romance had become, for most
of us, the embodiment of what a
perfect couple looks like; a successful career, generous, living
in beautiful properties scattered
around the world, very much
in love, famous, beautiful physiques, etc. Yet, this modern-day
fairytale ended about two weeks
ago when Ms. Jolie filed for divorce.
All of us have witnessed the
media-frenzy which followed Ms.
Jolie's declaration, and it is quite
alarming to contemplate not
only at how much coverage it
received, but how much engag~ment there has been in return.
Despite the countless appalled
tweets, Facebook posts, lnstagram pies, or even YouTube videos of people crying, enraged,
and desperate, I still did not understand why and how people
could ever be so angry at a couple which just did not work. Was
it the death of our contemporary
ideal of love that had managed

Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. Credit: News18

to survive amid the trashiness
of today's media? Or was it
just the impossibility of a "Mr.
and Mrs. Smith 2" ever coming
out? To me, I do not think both
of those are legitimate enough
for anyone to be as engaged as
people were on such a futile issue. Regardless of the reasons
for the divorce, it is saddening
to see such a disproportionately passionate answer. Don't get
me wrong, I do believe people
need to engage and stand up for
what they believe in, who they
are, and what they want. Yet,
engagement loses its appeal to
me when we start asking people,
along with our own selves, to
classify ourselves as members of
the #TeamAngelina, #TeamBrad,
or even a #TeamJen.
"There is an endless appetite
for trash, apparently", told Jus-

tin Theroux, current husband
of Jennifer Aniston, to Business
Insider. When we witness every single day the numbness as
anwers towards the deaths of
Afro-American civilians, the daily and everlasting presence of
sexism and transphobia, and the
biggest attack on Aleppo in Syria six days after the Brangelina
breakup news went out, I do still
believe that we can do better in
trying to decide which information we choose to pay attention
to. This break-up, just like Taylor Swift's and Calvin Harris's,
cannot make us feel infuriated. I
believe in anger, but I believe in
well-spent anger, and this breakup is not a good enough reason
for any of us to feel remotely
passionate.
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Town Hall meeting informs student
body on DOJ investigation process
Cont. from page 1.
the DOJ and the Globe, specifics of the revised sexual and
gender-based misconduct policy, repercussions for perpetrators, issues of confidentiality and
Wheaton's transparency of the
DOJ investigation via email and
campus discussion.
As explained during the Town
Hall meeting, the investigation lasted for over a year and
comprised of one visit from the
department and several emails
from President Hanno. In conclusion, the DOJ had supplied
the Wheaton administration with
a 19 page letter detailing their
findings and another 10 pages
related to their proposed resolution. The DOJ investigation
was one of the few cases that
were resolved quickly in relation
to other colleges, according to
President Hanno.
Wheaton was unaware why
a compliance complaint was
issued against the college, since
they had not been told specifics
by DOJ. Administration submitted requests to the DOJ regarding the reasons for investigation,
but were denied both times.
"We knew just as much as you
did," President Hanno said.
Wheaton was informed that
one of the cases of concern was
on the account of a delay in
responding to a sexual assault
case. "We always respond to all
cases, Dean Kenny said. Wheaton's revised policy now requires
all responsible employees who
may receive a report of sexual
or gender-based misconduct to
report to the Director of Title IX
Compliance within 24-48 hours.
The policy also clarifies that
H

isolated incidents, such as those
that do not involve a repeated
offender, cannot go through a
conduct process without the
consent of the victim. However,
offenders with multiple incidents as well as those who have
used a weapon, made future
threats, or have a history of
assault are immediately investigated regardless of the victim's
consent.
Another revision to the policy
is stronger clarification of the
consequences for those who
participate in retaliation against
the victim, even if they weren't
the original perpetrator in the
reported case. Focus on retaliation was also implemented in
the training of reporting parties
Pauze further clarified that the
thresholds for repercussions are
instilled by Title IX and the federal government. "[Perpetrators
of sexual assault) have rights to
due process," said Dean Kenny.
SMART Coordinator Courtney
Ruggles also said that the policy
was made on student and survivor-based support. "We are not
only checking boxes and being
compliant, that's not what we're
about," she said.
The Globe contacted Wheaton in July, claiming that they
would be publishing an article
regarding the DOJ investigation.
The college provided requested
information to the Globe. Said
information was passed on to
a new reporter in early August
after the original reporter
announced they would not be
writing the story. The Globe
notified Wheaton the day before
the article was published.
The article discusses three
cases that were a part of the

three years' worth of cases
shared with the DOJ as a part of
the investigation.
In light of students going to
the Globe to discuss traumatic
events that happen on campus,
Hanno said, "I think it's great,
because this is an issue that
needs to see the light of day. We
have to talk about these things,
because if we try to hide them,
they won't go away."
By further implementing the
new policy, administration is
working to improve and expand
programming, faculty training
and advocacy. This includes
more mandatory training and
program attendance for students. "We're afraid of the mandatory work [for students)," said
Dean Kate. "And we shouldn't
be, because it's important."
Wheaton has also made past
attempts to improve their sexual
assault policy and advocacy on
campus. In 2012, the college
received a three-year, $300,000
grant from the DOJ in order to
further develop sexual misconduct and gender-based violence
sexual assault as an aspect
of campus programming and
education efforts. Wheaton
is currently in the application
process for additional grant
funding, partially focusing on
specific groups on campus,
including international students,
the LGBTQ+ community and engaging men in order to promote
healthy masculinity.
"I'm not making any excuses
for what happened, none of us
are ..." President Hanno said.
"We screwed up, and I don't
care if it was me or someone
else, but Wheaton College
screwed up."

First Presidential Debate
of2016 Airs on NBC
MAYA BENSON '18

FOR THE WIRE
he first presidential debate
of the 2016 election cycle
occurred on Sept. 26 at 9
p.m. and lasted approximately
90 minutes; NBC Nightly News
journalist, Lester Holt, moderated.
The debate began with Clinton and Trump discussing their
plans and goals for the American economy. Secretary Clinton
focused on taxing the wealthy
and creating jobs for the middle
class, while Donald Trump
changed the conversation to
trade deals, and wanting to stop
China and Mexico from taking
American jobs.
Another question directed
towards the candidates focused
on race relations in the country,
and what each candidate would
do to improve them within the
country. Clinton followed up
with talking about two topics strongly to race: criminal
justice reform and gun safety.
Trump regarded race relations
as a problem within the United
States and led with "Stop and
Frisk" policies as a tool in dealing with race in the country.
Other topics included the Iraq
War, how to deal with cyber
safety in the United States, and
the use of nuclear weapons and
our relationship with NATO.
Though, a few short statements
made by the candidates most
greatly impacted the impression
of who won or lost the debate,
and overshadowed these policy
statements.
Trump explained to the
debate audience that he did
not believe that Clinton had
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Wheaton Alumni Discuss Modern Santeria Practice
OLIVIA MILNE '18

NEWS EDITOR
heaton alumni Judith
Gil '13 and Raul Gil '12
came to Wheaton on
Sept. 21 to discuss their experiences in the modern practice of
Santeria with Wheaton students
in the Woolley Room of Mary
Lyon.
In honor of Hispanic Studies
month, TRYBE, Latin Students
Association, and Paraiso Latino
all collaborated in order to bring
the lecture to Wheaton. The
purpose of the lecture was to
clear up common myths about
the Afro-Cuban religion and for
the alumni to teach students
about the positive experiences
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they have had with Santeria.
Judith Gil stated that although
Santeria is often depicted as
demonic, unholy, and ungodly, it
in fact encourages connection to
a monotheistic God and is often
sought out by practitioners for
its healing properties. Santeria
has been growing in pop culture
recently, with several celebrities connecting to the religion
including Beyonce, Jay-Z, Usher
and more. The Gil family began
practicing the religion after
Judith Gil experienced health
problems.
"It saved my life and changed
my world," said Judith Gil, who
became initiated into Santeria
after she said it helped to heal
a cyst on her ovary, without the

help of medicine or surgeries.
She credits Santeria with bringing her the healing power that
traditional medicine never could.
In Santeria, practitioners go
through a yearlong initiation,
during which they must shave
their heads, wear all white, and
cannot dance, drink, or participate in vain activities. Practitioners say this brings them
closer to God through a spiritual
cleansing. People in the Santeria
religion worship Orishas, or extensions of God that represent
different aspect_s of nature.
Raul Gil, who 1s currently going through this i~itiation, provided students with a demonstration of traditional Santeria
dancing, which is performed

with special drums called Batas.
Judith and Raul Gil then encouraged students to get up and
dance with them, teaching them
several steps and what the steps
of this dance mean in Santeria culture. In Santeria, these
dances are a way to represent
the Orishas in a physical manner,
and to bring yourself closer to
these extensions of God. The
belief is that these Orishas have
lived every possible outcome
of every p~ssible lif~, and are .
therefore like guardian angels 1n
that they can ~rovide advice for
any aspect of life.
This lecture dem_onstrated .
how modern practice of Santeria
can bring health and prosperity to its practitioners in many

the "presidential look," or the
"stamina" to be President of
the United States. He argued
that he had viewed prisons from
the inside while Clinton was at
home, prompting Clinton's most
memorable line of the night, "I
think Donald just criticized me
for preparing for this debate.
And yes I did. An you know what
else I prepared for? I prepared
to be president. And I think
that's a good thing." These
small, but meaningful sections
are often what is looked at when
determining the winner and
loser of the night.
Most people are interested
in one question when watching
debates: Who won? Political debates require for both parties to
not only explain their own policy
plans that would be enacted if
they were to become President,
but also to fact-check their
opponent. More often than not,
Clinton found herself rebuking
Trump's false claims, according
to NPR.
These factors led to the view
held by many news sources such
as The New York Times that
Donald Trump lost the debate,
but not necessarily due to Clinton winning it.

Trump and Clinton shake
hands. Credit: dailymail.co.uk

different ways. Santeria can
be practiced in conjunction
with any other religion, including Christianity, Judaism, and
Buddhism. Not all those who
practice Santeria go through
initiation, and levels of participation vary greatly.
The main goal of the lecture
was to dispel common myths
and misconceptions about Santeria, as Afro-Cuban Santeria is
very different from other types
of Santeria practiced throughout
Latin America. Religion is an
important aspect of any culture,
and Santeria has continually
proven to be a large part of
modern Cuban culture.
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Wheaton Alum Wins
Emmy in Documentary
Filmmaking
Cont. from page 1.
the past 9 years and happily married for three of those years. I took
almost every studio art course
available - from drawing to sculpture to photography, I pretty much
lived in Meneely."
While at Wheaton, Kunhardt
worked closely with Professor of
Art Andrew Howard. "With his
guidance and encouragement, I
graduated as the college's first
Studio Art Major with a Focus in
Film and Television. I took screenwriting courses, film making courses and editing classes," said Kunhardt, "My senior year I worked at
Wheaton In Focus as a TA for the
film professor Jake Mahaffy. Both
of these experiences helped me
tremendously on my path to filmmaking.
On his former student, Howard
said, "George was always an en-

ergetic and focused student in his
classes, especially in film. I have
not seen [the documentary) but
have seen the clips and his vision
for the project was both technically well done and aesthetically sensitive. I am extremely proud of him
and his Emmy win is just amazing."
"Students should never shy away
from hard hitting topics. If they
have an interest...or a passion,
they should follow it to wherever
it ends up," said Howard, "George
is now a stellar resource for future
Wheaton students that share his
passion and I believe that Professor Patrick Johnson is in touch with
him to make that happen."
Regarding these plans, Kunhardt said, "I'm hoping to visit
Wheaton in the fall if not definitely
in the spring. I haven't been back
to Wheaton since I graduated so
I'm long overdue for a visit."
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Obama's First Presidential Veto
Override
DANI DICKINSON '17
FOR THE WIRE

ongress overrode President
Obama's veto concerning
a bill that would allow the
families of victims of terrorism
to sue foreign governments last
Wednesday. The first veto override
in President Obama's eight-year
administration will allow families
affected by 9/11 to sue the Saudi
Arabian government on claims
of financial support of AI-Oueda.
Saudi government officials strongly object to these claims, according
to The Guardian.
This bill allows courts to waive
the assertion of foreign sovereign
immunity when an act of terrorism
occurs inside US borders. The bill
was swiftly passed through Congress in May of this year while
Obama's veto occurred this past
Friday.
However, Obama was overridden by an overwhelming majority,
with elected officials from both
parties voting against his veto.
Senate overrode with a 97-1 vote.
Later in the day, the House overrode with a 348-77 vote. A veto
override requires a 2/3 congressional majority.
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Obama's response to this override is it was a "political vote," with
Congress taking a stance against
terrorism. During election season,
a vote against families of the victims of terrorism is "a hard vote to
take, but it would have been the
right thing to do," Obama said to
CNN reporter Jake Tapper. General Joseph Dunford, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs, and Defense Secretary Ash Carter shared Obama's
sentiment that this was bad legislation, according to CNN.
Currently, the repercussions of
such a vote are still unknown, but
many elected officials who voted
for this bill understand that there
might be "unintended consequences" of breaking the assertion
of foreign sovereignty. John Brennen, the director of the CIA said,
"The principle of sovereign immunity protects US officials (working
overseas) every day, and is rooted
in reciprocity. If we fail to uphold
this standard for other countries,
we place our own nation's officials
in danger."
The last time an administration
got through an eight-year term
without an overridden veto was
the Kennedy-Johnson administration in the 1960s.

"I understand why it happened,"
said Obama in a town hall with
CNN later that night. "Obviously all of us still carry the scars and
trauma of 9/11. Nobody more
than this 9/11 generation that has
fought on our behalf in the aftermath of 9/11."

Recent talk discusses importance of teacher diverSGA Elections Bring New Ideas and
sity in America
Leaders for Class of 2020
Cont. from page 1.

white teachers. He posed a question to the audience for discussion
concerning whether or not they
felt that we should have teachers
teaching exclusively students of
their own race. The overwhelming consensus of the audience
was that it is critical for students
to have interaction with people of
different races and ethnicities in
order to become global citizens.
This question highlighted the need
for racially diverse teachers for all
students.
Bristol situates his work at "the
intersection of research, practice,
and policy." He is a qualitative researcher, and has done studies on
the topic of teacher diversity. In his
talk, he shared some interesting
qualitative statistics with the audience. In one study performed
between 2012-2013 in Boston,
Bristol interviewed 27 black male
teachers and collected data from
many of the schools in the area.
His findings revealed that schools
with fewer black teachers were
more likely to have a white principal, while schools with more black
teachers were more likely to be run
by a black principal.
When Bristol asked the audience
why they thought this correlation

occurs, people had many different
answers. Some people thought
that black teachers felt more comfortable in a school where the principal is of like race. Others thought
that black teachers felt that they
had more opportunities for growth
in a school with a black principal.
Bristol often posed questions to
the audience and had them discuss
among themselves before talking
about it as a group, which allowed
the audience to truly reflect on and
ponder the subject as opposed to
sitting and listening.
In speaking with black teachers, Bristol found that the majority
of them felt that their colleagues
saw them as intellectually inferior. They also found themselves
being forced into a disciplinary
role as "behavior managers." This
unwanted role made it harder for
them to improve as teachers, as
they were always busy policing the
students.
The audience members left the
Holman Room with a new view of
the American education system,
and many eye-opening statistics
fresh in their minds. This talk fits in
with the theme of diversity, something Wheaton has been seeking
to add into its programming in response to the prevalence of racial
issues in the media.

ANNA CRAIG '17
FOR THEW/RE

t week, the largest ever
ass of freshmen to walk the
heaton campus elected
Shamar Mahon '20 as its president
to lead the charge into the 20162017 academic year. Mahon says
he is not your typical politician. "I'm
not someone who is going to sugarcoat things. I am not someone
who is going to kiss anyone's butt.
I want to do right by the school,"
the newly elected president said.
The freshman election saw one
of the highest voter turnout rates
this year, which Mahon supported
almost as much as his win. "I wanted this election to be more about
participation and getting everyore
excited about voting that they can
continue this throughout our years
at Wheaton," said Mahon. As ;,leader, Mar,on guarantees to put
his classmates' needs and well-being first for the entirety of his presidency.
The class of 2020 President ran
with three major policy goals as a
platform: an emphasis on fundraising, printers in all residence halls,
and free tampons and sanitary
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pads. Having been raised by all
women, Mahon is especially dedicated to the last of his three policy
goals. He pledged, "By the time I
leave this school I will make sure
there are free sanitary napkins and
tampon dispensers in our public
places. If I have to push it through
[the senate) a million times I will."
Mahon was anything but shy
when discussing ways in which he
believed the college needed to improve. Most notably, Mahon spoke
directly towards Wheaton's lack
of involvement and support for
Black Lives Matter. "An email isn't
as powerful as wearing black with
your students- of standing with
your students," said Mahon.
Mahon plans to use his influence
as freshman class president to
work on policy d,anges, specifically as they relate to social issues including minority rights and sexual
assault 9n campus. This president
hopes to set a new precedent for
just how much the class council
and a freshman class president can
accomplish to help the school as a
whole.
Mahon will delegate many class
responsibilities to his also newly
elected Vice President, Maia Hay

Obama Credit: twitter.com

'20. Hay says she is "very excited" for the year ahead and to help
bring her very large class together
through freshman-specific events
and also greater participation with
the entire school.
The freshman class leaders are
ready to make big waves on the
Wheaton campus and they are not
afraid to tackle tough issues in the
process. "I have the support of the
people behind me and that's the
most important thing," said Mahon.
SGA inaugurations took place
on Sept. 30, where these new class
leaders were sworn in for the 20162017 school year.

SGA Logo. Credit: SGA
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Coffee with.. Judy Purdy
KATE WILKINSON '17

FEATURES EDITOR
udy Purdy, the Director
of Admission, has been
working at Wheaton for 34
years. Purdy said she tackles the
big picture of the Wheaton admissions process and described
herself as an energized individual. With a Fitbit on her wrist, she
strives to get her 10,000 steps
in by parking as far away from
the admissions office as she can.
Purdy is responsible for marketing, applications, and deciding the makeup of the Wheaton
community. Her primary job,
however, is to help prospective
students decide if Wheaton is
the right fit. "We're the first
people the students entering
Wheaton see. We want to make
sure the students get what they
are told. Ultimately, we want to
be transparent," said Purdy.
With the job of selling a
college to prospective students,
Purdy has to walk on a thin line
between overselling or underselling the college. With this in
mind, she asks current students
about their actual experiences at Wheaton to get a more
accurate way of marketing the
college.
During Purdy's time at Wheaton, the admissions process has
dramatically changed. She now
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looks to social media as an important tool - particularly since
the internet allows students to
find extensive information about
every school they apply to.
"Wheaton is constantly changing. It ebbs and flows, and there
have been times that it has gone
with the times and other times
when I thought Wheaton needed to change. I'm very happy
with the current changes we've
made," said Purdy.
One recent change is the
influx of first-year students. Previously, Wheaton had averaged
about 400 students per class,
but the Class of 2020 is much
larger - with almost 550 students. Purdy sees this change
as the beginning of a new era
for Wheaton Admissions. "The
last couple years have been
challenging. We fell short of our
goal. But this year we've had
more inquiries and a stronger
applicant pool," said Purdy.
"They were very timely with
their applications. Overall, I see
them as a very energized, active
and confident class."
Purdy was a first-generation
college student, graduating
from University of Massachusetts with a Bachelor's in
education before taking on
higher education at Columbia.
Her background in teaching and
counseling has largely shaped

KATE WILKINSON '17

FEATURES EDITOR
Judy Purdy remains an active
member of her community
by volunteering through her
church Credit: wheatoncollege.

her career in admissions. Off
campus, Purdy remains an
active member of her community by volunteering through her
church. She has also organized
fundraising for cancer research
after cancer affected some of
her family members.
As a person who greatly
values her job, Purdy says she
will not grow tired of Wheaton,
and will only retire when she
is tired of working in general.
"What makes it easy to sell this
campus is that there are plenty
of experiences of people being
happy here. We don't sell Wheato11, Wheaton sells itself!" said
Purdy.

Don't Panic: Your crush is a bird
Presumably, you want a haircut
because you want your hair to feel
different to you. You don't have to
cut your hair to feel like you've cut
your hair. Ask your friends to comment on your look, even if nothing
has changed. Do your hair in a
complex series of clips and bobby
pins to make your hairline slightly
closer to the scalp. Avoid mirrors.
Maintain the illusion at all costs, or
the perception you've cultivated
so carefully will be shattered.
Dear Audrey,
What are some good ways to
save money at school?
-Tanking at Banking

AUDREY DUBOIS '17
WEB EDITOR
Dear Audrey,
I really need to get a haircut, but
I'm too lazy. Do you have any quick
and easy alternatives?
- #hairtoolong
Dear #hairtoo,

Dear Tanking at Banking,
You know the old saying: If it's
not broke, it's not in college/ Here
are my top currency-conserving
tips:
1. Health insurance is expensive.
Save cash by doing all your dental
work yourself.
2. Stop paying ridiculously high
gas prices and process your own
crude oil.
3. Avoid whipping out your
credit card at the grocery store;

Provost Renee White
to use social
justice in her
adntinistrative role
on cantpus

instead, barter with objects of
sentimental value.
4. If you are still having trouble
with your spending habits, donate
all your money to your favorite
advice columnist so you won't be
tempted to spend it. Easy as pie/
Dear Audrey,
What are some ways I can reinvent myself for the new school
year?
-The Thomas Edison of Portrayed Personalities
Dear Thomas,
There are plenty of ways to
make yourself into a better person
this semester/ Boosted efficiency.
Stronger material. Longer-lasting
energy systems. Increased data
capacity. Directive. Free will?
Dear Audrey,
How lit is too lit?
-A.P. Lit
DearA.P.,
I get this kind of question literally all the time. The general litmus
test is based on a combination of
the /iterations of selected liturgies.

enee White, the new
Provost at Wheaton,
has an office that looks
out at the Dimple. She's been
working in higher education for
her entire professional career.
After majoring in and acquiring
a Ph.D. in Sociology, she found
herself using her background in
research and academia helpful
as she approached a more
administrative role.
Being at Wheaton for only
a few months, White is still
unpacking, but she has big
plans. "My goal for this year
is to support the projects that
are already underway and also
identify a couple of areas we can
expand initiatives, " she said.
Starting with a community
dialogue, she utilizes her
sociological background in
social justice and inequality to
put together comprehensive
discussions. "We want
communities coming together
with difficult questions and
having some faith in that process
that what will surface will help
direct where we want to go as a
campus."
For the most part, White is
the chief academic officer for
the college, and she manages
offices like Global Ed, the
Marshall Center, and the Office
of Registrar. By managing all of
these elements of the college,
she hopes to use her position
to expand upon Wheaton's
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Provost Renee White Credit:

whea toncollege. edu
strengths.
Ultimately, her goal is to make
Wheaton the gold standard
when it comes to liberal arts
colleges. In White's eyes,
Wheaton has a solid foundation
that she can help build upon.
"Wheaton is intellectually wellrounded and becoming rationally
ready and having an inclusive
view of the world. I saw all that
here. And it was really a matter
of 'okay so where do we need to
go as a community."'
She particularly sees the small
liberal arts environment that
Wheaton offers as an excellent
start for these dialogues.
"Part of what's so interesting
and exciting about being here
is that we are in a community
and environment that is
receptive to that kind of work.
It was really kind of talking with
different colleagues including
President Hanno about how do
we respond to what students
are looking for and what do we
need to be thinking about as a
community."

To bring the matter to litigation,
the world is littered with such litigious litanies. It's a little odd.

college campus dating in a situation like this?
-Eaglebaby

Dear Audrey,
There's this girl I like in my calculus class but we've never spoken.
I'm friends with a lot of people
there so usually during class we're
all making a lot of noise, mutilating
human bodies, asserting our dominance as medium sized, bipedal,
feathered carnivores, etc. Initially
I thought that would help me to
get her attention but I'm worried
that she's going to think I'm annoying and won't want to talk to me.
Could you give me any advice on

Dear Eaglebaby,
I understand that it's in your nature as an apex predator to establish dominance over your potential
mates. However, perhaps it is time
that you allow her to make the first
move. A lot of ladies are attracted
to large wingspans and piercing
shrieks, but some can find it a little
overstimulating. Displaying a willingness to cooperate is the best
way to catch (the millions of photosensitive cells in) her eye.
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An Evening of George Gershwin
KATE HUMPHREY '17
FOR THEW/RE

//An

Evening of Gershwin," hosted by
Brad Conner and
Ben Sears, recounted the tale of
George Gershwin's rise to fame,
his exploration of music and his
importance in defining the golden age of American musicals.
After an amusing tale of Gershwin's childhood and his discovery of music, Conner and
Sears plunged into their routine.
They discussed Gershwin's first
published song, "When You
Want 'Em, You Can't Get 'Em,
When You've Got 'Em, You Don't
Want 'Em," before moving on
to his first hit, "Rialto Ripples."
Released in 1917, "Realto Ripples" was a commercial success

and allowed his later hits like
"Swanee" to reach a broader audience. Even today, when Sears
and Conner play "Swanee," it is
undeniably recognizable-even
to those who may not be followers of Gershwin.
Throughout the night, it was
clear that Conner and Sears
were able to engage the audience in a fun and educational
way. They discussed Gershwin's
film, "An American in Paris,"
offering anecdotes about the
making of the film and singing
bits of "Stairway to Paradise."
"An Evening of Gershwin"
took place in the Woolley Room
in Mary Lyon Hall on Sept. 28.
You can learn more about Conner's and Sears' work on their
website, benandbrad.com.

Alumni artwork takes
over Meneely's first floor
EMILY BLAY '19

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

lumni artwork is currently being displayed outside of the studios on
the first floor of Meneely Hall.
The featured artists include
Ellen Llewellyn '04, Cynthia L.
Rodday '92 and Evan Morse
'09.
The improvement of these
artists contributes to an expansive list of Wheaton graduates' accomplishments. Take
Llewellyn, for example, who
graduated from a dual degree
program through Wheaton and
the School of the Museum of
Fine Arts. After she spent time
teaching, Llewellyn converted
to a full-time painter. She was
nominated for "New England's
Best Fine Artist of the Year" by
The Boston Harbor Picayune,
and her work has appeared in
the Larkin Gallery and the First
Street Gallery's 2014 "Pop Up"
show.
Similarly, Rodday graduated
from Wheaton with a Bachelor
of Arts in Studio Art before
earning a Master of Fine Arts
from Georgia Southern University. After college, Rodday
worked for a couple of years as
a graphic designer in Boston.
"While it wasn't fine arts,
it was a way to be creative
making brochures, flyers and
websites visually pleasing while
reaching our target audience,"
said Rodday.
Currently, Rodday works at
an art supply store in Con-
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cord, Mass. " I use my arts
background at work and learn
new skills regarding mediums
I haven't pursued. In my spare
time, I create my charcoals and
pastels, take classes and enter
exhibitions and juried competitions," Rodday said.
Morse, on the other hand,
traveled after graduation
- visiting Italy, China, Vermont and Jamaica in order to
continue his study of sculpture.
In 2015, Morse resumed his
education, earning a Master of
Fine Arts from Boston Un iversity. He now continues his
practice of clay-molding, plaster-casting and stone-carving.
"Pursuing a care er as a visual
artist is to make an absurd
leap of faith. You must commit
years of your life toward an uncertain outcome. I think I must
owe Wheaton some credit for
giving me the nerve to try,"
said Morse.
At the same time, Morse
offered words of encouragement to those nearing the end
of their time at Wheaton and
wishing to continue artistic
lives. "After you leave Wheaton, keep making art by any
means available to you. Even if
the only way you can make art
is by drawing in a sketchbook,
draw every day," said Morse.
On your next walk through
Meneely's first floor, take a moment to appreciate Llewellyn's
paintings, the subtle detail of
Rodday's pastel landscapes,
or the unique perspective of
Morse's sculptures.

Tweet of the Week

SOl\llA AND MASHA AND SPIKE Credit: broadway.com

Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike
to debut on mainstage
KATE HUMPHREY '17

FOR THEW/RE
ometimes, all you
need is a striptease,
teacups and a good
fairytale. In "Va nya and Sonia
and Masha and Spike" by
Christopher Dura ng, this is
exactly what you will get - at
least according to Anastasia
Tamme n '17, who plays Sonia.
Revolving around th e lives
of three middle-ag ed siblings
a nd the ir life troubles, "Va nya
a nd Sonia a nd Masha a nd
Spike " is a Che khovian s poof
with a unique sense of humo r,
d o mestic a rg ume nts and
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bizarre characters.
Still, Tammen says the
audience doesn't have to know
Chekhov to understand the
comedy in the play. "Anybody
with a sense of humor, who
likes wacky, funny plays and
appreciates literary works
[will enjoy the production]."
Ta mme n said.
Tamme n is ve ry excited
about the production, but was
t e rrified whe n she a uditioned
for he r spot as Sonia. "You
neve r kn ow what th e director's
vision is, so you can b e p e rfect
for one director a nd the
o p p os ite fo r a nothe r," Tammen
said. " Whe n 40 people try o ut

for a play with six characte rs,
there's always the fear of
rejection."
For the most p art, the cast
members knew each other
before production starte d.
This allowed the play to hit the
ground running, and le t actors
explore their creative freedom.
"Vanya and Sonia and Masha •
and Spik " o p e ns o n Nov. 10 in
We b e r The atre, a nd ticke ts can
be reserve d at the Wat son Box
Office. Those who wish t o get
involve d with costumes a nd
st ag e productio n ca n e ma il the
theatre d e part ment.
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Boston Red Sox clinch AL East title, could head for World Series win
LUCAS ROSA '18

SPORTS EDITOR
he Boston Red Sox recently clinched the AL East title
after back-to-back disappointing seasons. The team had
a dynamic offense all year long,
which was aided by the rise of
several young stars and the epic
farewell season of David Ortiz.
Their success in the postseason
will largely depend on their ability to continue scoring, but the
Sox will also need clutch pitching
- particularly from David Price
- if they hope to secure a title.
The Red Sox had an 11-game
winning streak towards the end of
September, which is indicative of
how far the team has progressed
this season. Hanley Ramirez has

T

become a productive heavy hitter, while Mookie Betts, Xander
Bogaerts and Jackie Bradley Jr.
have all stepped up in a major
way. The Sox hope to continue
their offensive success throughout the playoffs. David Ortiz's
veteran presence will help quell
the nerves of young stars, and
will help ensure that the team
chemistry is not diminished due
to the pressure.
Another major question is
whether the pitchers will be
able to handle the playoff atmosphere. Rick Porcello has
had a tremendous season on
the mound, and unless his confidence becomes an issue, there
is little reason to expect that
his performance would become
worse in the postseason. David

Price bounced back from a poor
first-half, and is now playing well
enough to be considered an
important signing for Boston.
However, Price has never been
a particularly clutch pitcher in
the playoffs. This is a significant
concern for Boston - especially
since the team is in a large market with immense pressure.
Despite a significant level of
competition, the Red Sox should
have a deep playoff run. Ultimately, if Boston's rotation can
thrive under pressure, the Red
Sox may be able to repeat their
2013 run. The idea of a World
Series win during David Ortiz's
farewell season seems like a fantasy, but with the way the team is
playing, the Red Sox may be able
to pull it off.
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David Price. Credit: Wikipedia

David Oritz, or "Big Papi" is a designated hitter who occasionally plays first base. Oritz will retire at the
conclusion of the 2016 season.. Credit:150pitches.wordpress.com

Women's soccer team disappointed as winning streak comes to an end
RILEY HEIST '18

WIRE STAFF
n September 24, The
Wheaton women's soccer team fell 1-0 to
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
(WPI). The loss was the Lyon's
first defeat of the season, bringing their record to 8-1.
For the first half of the game,
both teams remained off of the
scoreboard. WPI Engineers took
the first shot on goal within four
minutes, but it was saved by
Wheaton goalkeeper Leann Wolf
'19. The Engineers continued
fighting, getting two more shots
before Wheaton gained possession of the ball. All in all, the Engineers played aggressive, as Wolf
had to save seven balls to keep
the game close.
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Alexa Sanchez '17 had the Lyon's only shot on goal, but it was
saved by WPI goalkeeper Gabi
Hoops. In the final six minutes of
the game, WPI finally hit a shot
past Wolf, leading the Engineers
to the 1-0 win.
Unsurprisingly, the Lyons were
frustrated with the final score. "It
was an unacceptable loss. Going
forward, we will have to work ten
times harder to get to the place
we should be. There are a lot of
games ahead, and I know this
team will fight back to where we
need to be," Carly Costello '19
said.
The WPI game was the first of
ten conference games that the
Lyons will play throughout their
season.

